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CEPC-SPPC
CEPC

is a 240 GeV Circular Electron Positron Collider, proposed to carry out high
precision study on Higgs bosons, which can be upgraded to a 70 TeV or higher pp
collider SPPC, to study the new physics beyond the Standard Model.
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CEPC –SPPC Site Selection
300 km from Beijing
A candidate is
3 hours by car; 1 hour by high-speed train
QinHuangDao (秦皇岛)

Y. F. Wang
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CEPC-SPPC Project Timeline (dream)

Pre-studies
(2013-2015)

R&D
Engineering Design
(2016-2020)

Construction
(2021-2027)

2035

2030

2025

2020

2015

CEPC

Data taking
(2028-2035)

1st Milestone: pre-CDR (by the end of 2014) → R&D funding request to Chinese government in 2015
(China’s 13th Five-Year Plan 2016-2020)

R&D
(2014-2030)

(from Chou Weiren)

Engineering Design
(2030-2035)

2040

2030

2020

SPPC

Construction
(2035-2042)

Data taking
(2042-2055)

From CEPC to SPPC
• SPPC is the second phase of the China’s proposal CEPCSPPC project, a proton-proton collider
• Use the same CEPC tunnel to build SPPC, exploring new
physics beyond SM
• Maximize the beam energy to 70-100 TeV range by using
20 T SC magnets
• Keep the e-/e+ rings when adding the SPPC
• Collisions possible: pp, e-/e+, ep, eA, AA
• Build a new injector chain for SPPC (proton and ions)
• Independent physics programs for the accelerators of the
injector chain
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SPPC main parameters
Parameter
Circumference
C.M. energy
Dipole field
Injection energy
Number of IPs
Peak luminosity per IP
Beta function at collision
Circulating beam current
Max beam-beam tune shift per IP
Bunch separation
Bunch population
SR heat load @arc dipole (per aperture)

Value
54.36
70.6
20
2.1
2 (4)
1.2E+35
0.75
1.0
0.006
25
2.0E+11
56.9

Unit
km
TeV
T
TeV

cm-2s-1
m
A
ns
W/m
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General layout
SPPC rings:
• 8 arcs (5.9 km) and long
straight sections
(850m*4+1038.4m*4)
• 2 LSSs for pp (perhaps
one at IR6 for e-p in the
future)
• 2 LSSs for e+e detectors
• 2 LSSs for collimation
• 2 LSSs for RF and beam
abort
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Considerations on layout and lattice of
main ring
• Lattice: lattice design just started
– 8 arcs and long straight sections (accepted by CEPC)
– Arcs will be traditional FODO based, 6-8 long SC dipoles per
half cell, missing dipoles for dispersion suppression
– Long straight sections are important for pp colliders, here,
two IPs (perhaps one for e-p/e-A), injection, extraction,
collimation and RF stations
•
•
•
•

Strong focusing by SC triplets at IPs (L*~35 m)
Warm sections for collimation
Beam separation/recombination from nominal one at arcs
Relatively compact straight sections to save circumference (may
need higher field quads)

• Detouring detectors? SPPC ring wrt. CEPC detectors,
SPPC detectors wrt. CEPC rings  a headache
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Main features on accelerator physics
• Very high luminosity: 1.21035 cm-2s-1
– Supported by powerful injector chain and strong focusing at IPs
– Integrated luminosity enhancement by exploring emittance
damping (synchrotron radiation)

• Very high synchrotron radiation power: 56 W/m @dipole
– High circulation current: 1 A (similar to HL-LHC)

• Machine protection by sophisticated collimation system
/abort system (6.6 GJ per beam; inefficiency: 10-6)
• Instability issues
– Electron cloud, resistive wall (beam screen) etc.

• Challenges in lattice design
– Insertion lattice (IP, injection, extraction, collimation, RF)
– Compatible with the existing CEPC rings (how to detour detectors)
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Synchrotron radiation
• Synchrotron radiation is a key issue in the machine
– With 35 TeV and 20 T, about 57 W/m per aperture at arc
dipoles, totaling 2.1 MW per beam
– Big problems for the vacuum and cryogenics (heat load),
really challenging to solve the problem
– There is also SR at high-gradient quads
– Tentative solutions: beam screen (to be discussed later),
open mid-plane dipoles

• Benefit side: emittance shrinking
– Suppressing instabilities
– Increasing integrated luminosity by controlling emittance
heat-up
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Beam-beam effects
• Beam-beam effect has direct impact to the luminosity,
various effects:
– Incoherent effect: tune shift
– PACMAN effect: regular and irregular bunches
– Coherent effect: dipole mode

• Nominal B-B tune shift set to conservative 0.006/IP,
following experience of LHC and Tevatron and theory
– May be increased according to simulations and machine
studies
– May be increased during the burn-up process of beam to
level up the integrated luminosity, by controlling emittance
heat-up
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Electron cloud effect
• Electron cloud effects are considered critical in highluminosity colliders, including SPPC
• Coupled bunch instability by EC
– Related to bunch population and separation, simulations show
higher population and less bunches favored (with the nominal
25 ns)

• Incoherent tune shift by EC
– Looks non-ignorable (~0.00225)

• Compared to LHC, the synchrotron radiation poses much
serious problem in building up electron cloud (secondary
emission), measures must be taken to suppress it, most
importantly, a small SEY (<1.2)
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Beam loss, collimation and abort
• Stored energy in beam is as high as 6.6 GJ, beam trips and
beam losses are big concerns for the safe operation of the
machine [~100 kW beam power loss during collision]
• Sources of beam losses: malfunctioned injection and
acceleration, burn-up and scattering at collision, nonlinear
dynamics effect, collective instability effects (ECI, resistive
wall etc.), beam-gas interaction etc.
• Collimation: must beam very efficient, e.g. inefficiency 10-6
(vs 10-5 at LHC/14-TeV), to prevent significant beam loss at
arcs, and reduce loss rate at detectors
– Collimation efficiency decreases with increasing energy, more
stages are needed
– A five-stage collimation method (four at LHC) is considered for
both transverse and longitudinal collimation
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• Appropriate phase advance between stages long straight
sections (two dedicated IRs, 850m*2, mostly warm magnets),
momentum collimation with dispersion (SC quads may be
required to increase phase advance)
• Measures to limit their contribution to impedance
• Material might also be an issue
• Novel collimation methods such as bent crystal and nonlinear
magnets are to be studied
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About injection and extraction
• Injection by bunch batches from SS, 6 fills
– Two injections in the same IR (betatron match sections)
– According to HERA, Tevatron and LHC, injection process quite
complicated (pilot beam tests)
– Touraround time: ~5.3 hrs (min. 1.1 hrs), compared to ~10 hrs
collision time

• Extraction/abort: very important for safe machine
operation
– Huge energy stored in beams, only allowed to dump into a
specially designed dump station with diluted beam spot
– Needed: Abnormal beam injection and acceleration; early
termination collision and beam remains before refill
– Reliability and low beam loss are key issues

• Gaps between bunch trains needed for injection and
extraction (PACMAN effect, helpful for ECI)
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Technical challenges and R&D requirements
-High field SC magnets
• SC dipoles of 20 T are key both in technical challenges
and machine cost
– Both technical challenges and cost:
2/3 ring circumference
– Nb3Sn (15T) +HTS (5T) or pure HTS
– Twin-aperture: save space and cost
– Common coils or Cosine-theta type
– Open mid-plane structure to solve
SR problem?
– SC quads: less number but also
difficult

Q.J. Xu’s talk on Thu
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Beam screen and vacuum
• Beam screen: key issue to solve the problem with very high
synchrotron radiation power inside the cold vacuum.
– Need to develop an effective structure and working temperature to
guide out the high heat load when minimizing Second-ElectronYield, heat leakage to cold mass, impedance in the fast ramping
field, vacuum instability etc.
– Both design and R&D efforts needed to solve this critical problem.

• Alternative: photon stop when open mid-plane dipoles
adopted

L: LHC
R: under study
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Beam Screen has
impact on different
aspects, it is a big
challenge to find
out a solution
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Other important technical challenges
• Collimation system: requiring unprecedentedly high
efficiency, may need some collimators in cold sections.
Perhaps need new method and structure. R&D efforts
may be needed.
• Very large scale cryogenics system: SC magnets, SRF,
beam screens
• Sophisticated beam feedback system: to control the
emittance heat-up and suppress beam instabilities
• Machine protection system: fast detection of abnormal
function, reliable beam abort
• There are also technical challenges in building high-power
injector chain, especially p-RCS and MSS both about 3 MW
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Injector chain
(for proton beam)

p-Linac: proton superconducting linac
p-RCS: proton rapid cycling synchrotron
MSS: Medium-Stage Synchrotron

SS: Super Synchrotron

Ion beams have
dedicated linac (I-Linac)
and RCS (I-RCS)
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Major parameters for the injector chain
Value

Unit

p-Linac

Value

Unit

MSS

Energy

1.2

GeV

Energy

180

GeV

Average current

0.7

mA

Average current
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uA

~300

m

Circumference

3500

m

50

Hz

Repetition rate

0.5

Hz

0.84

MW

Beam power

3.8

MW

2.1

TeV

Length
Repetition rate
Beam power

p-RCS
Energy

SS
10

GeV

Energy

Average current

0.35

mA

Accum. protons

5.3E14

Circumference

900

m

Circumference

7000

m

Repetition rate

25

Hz

Repetition period

30

s

Beam power

3.5

MW

Protons per bunch

2.0E11

Dipole field

8

T
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More about the injector chain
• It is a very complex machine itself (each accelerator is a
high power machine, in MW level), and should be built
earlier than SPPC by a few years to allow relatively longtime commissioning stage by stage -15 m below ground?
• Each stage of the injector chain can have its own physics
program (spare time not to fill next-stage accelerator),
e.g.
– p-Linac: producing intense neutrons and muons and rare
isotopes for wide research areas
– p-RCS and MSS: producing very powerful neutrino beams for
neutrino oscillation experiments
– SS: hadron physics and else, or start e-p collision with it before
SPPC is to be built (ring down to SPPC level)
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Collaboration Study
• We are totally newcomers in hadron collider
• We need to establish a strong collaboration with FCChh and other international labs for the design and
R&D efforts
– Welcome you to join us, web for the CEPC-SPPC Pre-CDR
http://cepc.ihep.ac.cn/preCDR/volume.html

• Domestically, we are building up a good and durable
collaboration team by absorbing researchers and
students from other labs and universities, for both
the AP studies and R&D efforts.
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Summary
• SPPC - the second phase of CEPC-SPPC, a schematic
design for a 70-TeV pp collider is given, to explore new
physics in energy frontier
• SPPC will provide wide physics programs, including the
collider and the beams from the injector accelerators
• Technical challenges to be solved in the next two decades,
in particular, high-field SC magnets and beam screen
• Pre-conceptual design will be followed by learning
experience from previous proton colliders, collaborating
with international labs, and unifying domestic resources
• Suggestions and participation in study are much
welcome
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THANKS FOR YOUR
ATTENTION!
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